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The Departmentus
National
HigBaway Traffic
Safety
Wdministxation
had issued
and later
withdrawn
two proposals
P
grading
system.
A third
proposal,
made in Suna@ 31974, was
pending
as sf January
1975.

CHAPTER 2
INABILITY

TO ESTABLISH A

UNIFORM TIRE GRABING SYSTEM
Although the National
Traffic
and Motor Vehicle Safety
Act of 1966 called for a uniform quality
grading system for
tires
by 1968, the Safety Administration
(including
its predecessor organizations),
as of January 1975, has yet to impleThe extended delay in meeting
ment a tire grading system.
the requirements
of the act is attributable
to technical
difficulties
in developing
acceptable
tire
testing
procedures
and the Safety Administration's
inability
to provide effective
leadership
and to resolve internal
disagreements.
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
A uniform tire
grading system is to inform the consumer
about the comparative
performance
of tires
which will
help
him in purchasing
motor vehicle
tires.
Initially,
the task
of the Safety Administration
was to identify
relevant
tire
characteristics
which would be meaningful
to the consumer
and to develop ways to evaluate and grade these characteristics.
At the time the Safety Act was enacted in 1966,
there were no standard methods or classification
concepts
for quality
grading of motor vehicle
tires.
The initial
tire characteristics
identified
and considered for quality
grading by the Safety Administration
were
tire strength,
endurance, high-speed performance,
tread wear,
and traction.
Of these properties
tread wear and traction
were considered
the most important.
Grading for strength,
endurance,
and high-speed performance
did not pose any major
technical
problems.
Laboratory
tests for these properties
already existed
and were used for determining
compliance with
Federal tire
safety standards
established
in 1967.
Quality
grading of these properties
was found possible
by extending
the duration
of the existing
tests to measure levels
of performance beyond the minimum safety level.
Tread wear and traction
were not covered in the tire
safety
standards,
and no standard laboratory
or other tests
existed
at that time to grade for these properties.
Early
research and testing
by the Safety Administration
identified
a number of problems in attempting
to uniformly
measure tire
performance
in these areas.
Many variables
affect
the accuracy and repeatability
of tread wear and traction
tests,
including
speed, condition
and type of road surface,
weather
conditions,
and vehicle
and driver
influence.
Uniform methods had to be devised to counter the effects
of external
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factors

to

insure

that

lrepeatable

could be made among the hundreds
on the market.

and umaifonrm comparisons

of types

of passenger:

tires

The Safety Administration
published
a proposed ruPe on
uniform tit-e quality
grading in the Federal. Register
in
Most industry
and consumer groups strongly
September 197l.
opposed the proposed grading system as too techniical,
involving
too many grading combinations,
and lacking
the two
most essential
tire properties--tread
wear and traction,
As
a K@SUPt~ the proposed rule was withdnrawn ow ApriB 21, l.972.
The Safety Wdmiwistration
published
anotheFc proposd
tiice grading rule in Mar4zh B973, stratinag that it woujbd become effective
on September 1, 1974, At khat time the
Administration
faced a civil
action in the U,S, District
coull"tp brought by a private
eitizema to requinre the Administ~atioai~s
eomp~iance with the Safety Act,
0m-m
July 31, %973,
the court ordered the Safety Administration
to issue a final
quality
grading sys,tem by Jawuaary 5, 1974, effeetiwe
no lateer
thaw September LLp 1974,
The proposed rulle of March 1973 KBquiaced using a control
tire which had not been developed,
The final
acuae was isslaed cm January 4, P974,

ipating
groups pursued their own ideas and concepts,
disagreed with those of others,
and generally
made little
progress toward the ultimate
objective
of a tire grading system.
The program became bogged down because of (1) disputes
and debates on which direction
to take, (2) lack of effective direction
from top management, (3) major differences
of
opinion not promptly
arbitrated
and resolved,
and (4) firm
decisions
not made and implemented.
Although a number of
different
organizational
groups have been involved
in the
tire grading program, the major disagreements
and coordination problems primarily
involved the motor vehicle
programs
staff,
who have rulemaking
responsibility,
and the research
and development staff,
who have responsibility
for providing
a sound technical
basis for a grading rule.
From 1968 to 1974, management of the Administration
vacillated
over a succession of grading studies,
proposals,
and critiques
from various
sources inside and outside the
Administration.
The initial
approach for a grading system was recommended to the Safety Administration
in October 1968 by the
Bureau of Standards,
which performed tire grading research
under an interagency
agreement.
The Bureau's research staff
stated that,
before its report,
it repeatedly
tried
to arrange meetings with the Administration's
programs staff
to
explain
the technical
basis for its proposal.
The Bureau's
efforts
were unsuccessful
and the programs staff
disagreed
with its recommendations.
Successive studies
and plans were then submitted
by a
steering
committee reporting
to the head of the Administration,
the Administration's
National
Highway Safety Institute,
the programs staff,
the Bureau of Standards,
the Department's
Transportation
Systems Center, and the Administration's
planning and programing office,
All were subject
to criticism
from one or another source within
the Administration,
but the
sharpest
lines of disagreement
were between the program staff
and the research group.
In March 1970 the deputy head of the
agency stated that,
in view of these unresolved
differences,
he was considering
reprograming
tire research funds to other
programs.
Later the same year, the head of the agency stated
that its resources would be directed
to higher priorities
than the tire grading system.
The revoked grading proposals
published
in 1971 and 1973
were spearheaded by the programs staff.
.There was considerable technical
disagreement
on them within
the Safety Administration,
as well as from the tire
industry
and consumer groups.
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NQ~ until
1974 were the efforts
of h-eseaarch and programs
personnel sufficiently
coordinated
to
produce a tire gKading
system with unified
internal
suppoii-to
The current
rule to become effective
in May 1975 specignrading for tread wea&'r traction,
and high-speed
pent-fOKmXbGt?
m The test approaches propos@d do riot represent
new concepts OK tedmical
breakthroughs m The Safety Administration"s
reseasceh office
has contended that methods fcsar
garading tread wear and estabEishing
a minimum safety
level
fog traction
wet-e adequately
developed fm use several years
have
been
model
partieularPy
ago a However I some refinements
fies

in

traction

testing.

We perevious~y reported
on the need foe: elosenr cxmrdinagenerally
between the research staff
and the programs
StClff
p in developing
motor
vehicle
safety standards,
( Report to the Committee on Commerce, United States Senate,
'Improvements
Needed in Pkaming and Usiwg Motsr VehiclLe
Safety Re~earch,~' September 16, 1974, B-164497(3),)
The
Depaartmewt of Transportation
told us in July It974 of measueres mdenrway in the Safety Administ~~ation
4x2 develop close
CooKdination 0 Considerable
progress appears tc.3 have B3een
made.
tion

GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRYCOMMUNICATION
AND
C00PERATION ---The inderchange of tire grading ideas and iwformation~
between the tire
industlry and the Safety Administration
occuarred primarily
in response to pubLic2 noticzes cm pacoposed
grading yules which in turn offered
ideas and data on different approaches to a total
grading system or to the gnrading 0%
specific
t.ik-e properties.
The tire
industry
generall.y
offered
to cooperate
in establishing
a grading system,
0ne notable
exception

was

the

industry’s

minimal

response to tEle Sinfety Admir~istrntion~s
tire: garading iwformaeion
in 1968,

and

basical%y

first

~iegatiw

request

folr

Exchanges of tire grading information
between
the
Admin~istration
and tire
companiesQ other than responses to forma%
notices ip were the exception
ratheac thaw the rule,
Officials
of the Safety Administration
told us that theinr rulemaking
position
did not permit sharing the rcesponsibility
with industry fonr developing
solutions
to the technicalk problems.
In
the opinion sf these officials,
their
principal
dependence ori
industry
should be for sound technica
data,
In the view of
those currentI!-y
involved
in tire garadilng research and .ru%emakiwg, the inadustlry did not pi-wide
much useful technical
data.
Safety

Seetim
203 of the NationaP Traffic
and rotor
vehicle
Act of 1966 also aceguires the Department of Trawsp&ar5

tation
(delegated
to the Traffic
Safety Administration)
to
cooperate with industry
and the Federal Trade Commission in
eliminating
"deceptive
and confusing
tire nomenclature
and
marketing practices."
Little
has been done about this.
Officials
of both Government agencies told us that they
would begin coordination
when the tire quality
system becomes effective.
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--January

1968

A Bureau of Standards
representative
held a series
of
meetings
with
individual
tire
companies
to get their
reacThe
Bureau
tions
to its proposed
system for grading
tires.
responses
to be instructive
and
considered
the companies’
the
companies
generally
considered
useful.
Conceptually,
the proposed
system
reasonable
but there were many divergent
opinions
and views
on specifics.
February

1968

A Bureau of Standards
representative
met with
technical
representatives
of tire
companies
and the Rubber Manufacturers
Association
to exchange
views on how best to standardize
test
methods
for the data collection
phase of its
program
for establishing
a uniform
tire
quality
grading
system.
Testing
procedures
were proposed
by the Bureau
for five
tire
properties
selected
as the basis
for differentiating
tire
quality-these were high-speed
capability,
endurance@
impact
resistance,
traction,
and wear,
The
discussions
resulted
in the Bureau tentatively
adopting
specific
testing
procedures
for measuring
these properties.
Because of a shortage
of testing
capacity
available
to it,
the Bureau requested
tire
companies
to use their
own facilities
to run the endurance
test
on their
respective
tires
and
to furnish
the results
to the Bureau.
May 1968
The Federal
Highway Administration
(Department
of Transportation)
published
in the Federal
Register
an advance notice
of proposed
rulemaking
for the uniform
quality
grading
of
tires a This was the Department’s
first
formal
notification
to the public
on this
subject.
The notice
requested
interested parties
to furnish
comments and information
that would
assist
in arriving
at a reasonable
and practicable
grading
system.
The notice
specifically
requested
material
containing supporting
statements
and data on (1) laboratory
and
vehicle
road testing,
(2) measuring
procedures
and techniques
used to evaluate
tire
performance
characteristics,
and (3)
comments
relating
to lead time and costs
associated
with
a
meaningful
tire
grading
system covering
at least
the following tire
characteristics:
traction,
tread
wear, carcass
durability,
high-speed,,
overload,
resistance
to abuse,
unbalance I force
variations,
and degradation
by elements.
JULY 1968
The 23 submissions
May 1968 advance
of test
data the

received
in response
to the Department’s
notice
generally
di’d not contain
the type
Department
considered
necessary
for arriving
8

Only foeam:domestic tire
at a reasonable grading system.
The Rubber Manucompanies submitted
individual
comments,
factune~s Association
submitted
a letter
on behalf of domestic manufacturers
of new passenger can: tires
in? which it
that a vast amount of information
not
stated the belief
readily
available
to purchasers
at the time the 1966 act
was passed was subsequently
being supplied
to customers
through permanent molding 081 tires,
fact tags, wall postersa
and handouts,
and that this had met the true intent
of the
law,
OCTOBER
----m-m

I.968

The Buareau of Standards submitted
a report
to the Department's Safety Bureau recommending that a tire
grading system
be impEemented on the basis of the technical
data developed
The Bureau ms
in its study and summarized in the report,
research staff
stated thatB before its initial
report
and
recommendations
for a tire grading system in Cktob@r 1968,
it made repeated attempts
to aarnrange conferences
wlkth the
Safety B..weau"s programs staff
to expIl.ain the technicalb $awn.thsLqh the resis for its fo~thcomiwy
recommendations,
searczh staff
considered
such conferences
essential
for a
technical.
understanding
of its recommendations,
all efforts
to set up the technical
meetings were unsuccessfu8.
The Bureau's plan was to (1) grade tiaces on enduEedncel wheel.speed capability,
strength,
and tread wear; (2) set a minimum
performance
requirement
for tire
traction
as a part sf a Federal safety standlard;
and (3) categorize
tiares according
do
intended usage m The plan also stated that tzests for tread
wear should be conducted on specified
test rowltes to insure
equivalent
results
from test to test,
and ie proposed several
alternatives
for consideration.
ureau's programs staff
stated that the test
osed Bsy the unreau fan: measuring tread weagg:and
traction
involved
too many uncontrolled
vaariables to permit
repeatable
testing
and unifoerm results.
There is no iwdication in the record of any CooKdination
between the Safety
Bureau and the Bureau of Standaacds to resslve
such basic
disagreemen7ts during the Bureau"s reseamch,
The Bureau's
research staff
was subsequent8y instKuJcted
0 proceed with
furthenr research ana testing,
No officialh
ecisdona was made
on sgwxifying
test rsutes for tkread wear grading,
Officials
engaged in the Bureau's early tire
grading wasrrk
told us that the October IL968 proposal for a grading'system
could have keen implemented as ear%y as 1970.
WBtdwxagh the
p-oposed test methods for tread wear ankl traction
were not,
absolkutely definitive,
such
methods could have phovided ana
interim
standard p subject
to later
refinement
and modifica-

The Safety Bureau's programs
tion.
on developing
relatively
new testing
tensive
research and testing.

staff,
however, insisted
concepts requiring
ex-

JANUARY 1969
In a letter
to tire and automobile companies, the Safety
Bureau said that although very little
constructive
information was provided
in response to the May 1968 advance notice
of proposed rulemaking,
it was the Bureau"s understanding
that much objective
data and many valuable
suggestions
were
compiled within
the industry
on the subject
of tire quality
grading.
The Bureau asked that the companies submit the
data and suggestions
on an individual
company basis.
Responses were mixed-- some companies provided little
detailed
or new information:
some furnished
detailed
comments
and data.
The replies
included some test data, but many
manufacturers
addressed testing
methods and procedures
that
could be used in quality
grading and the problems they
envisioned.
The Safety Bureau considered
Uniroyal's
response to be particularly
significant.
Uniroyal"s
proposal envisioned
that
tires
would fall
into five different
use categories
depending on their grading in tread wear, traction,
strength
and
high speed.
A standard control
tire would be used in testing for tread wear and traction.
'The quality
level of a
tire
under test would be established
on the basis of its
statistically
major differences
from a control
tire under
simultaneous
test.
Uniroyal
offered
to make its technical
personnel available
for further
discussion
of its proposal.
Most large manufacturers
offered
support of their
technical
staffs
to assist
the Government with the technical
problems
of quality
grading.
However, the Safety Bureau did not take
up these offers.
The record shows little
additional
contact
with the tire
industry
until
the Safety Bureau issued.its
first
tire grading proposal notice in September 1971.
(According to officials
currently
involved
in tire grading research and rulemaking,
the Safety Administration
could not
have maintained
its independent position
as a regulatory
agency by working any closer with the tire
industry
at that
time.)
APRIL 1969
From the outset
Safety Bureau"s
and traction
in
ing comments of
Senate Committee

of its tire grading responsibility,
the
recognition
of the importance of tread wear
a grading system was indicated
by the followthe acting director
at hearings held by the
on Commerce in April
1969.
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llPKogress is being
from the standard,"

made, but we are a long

ways away

'"However p we are convinced that we cannot or should not
ever issue a quality
grading standard that does not include traction,"
1'0~~ evidence and information
that we have received
from the tire
industry,
as well as our own in-house
analysis
on the Bureau of Standanrds ~esearch~ suggest
that were we to issue a tire quality
grading standard
without
or one that does not include traction,
we
might be causing
more damage from a safety
standpoint
than good * * k We feel that it would be a step in the
wrong direction
to issue a tire quality
grading standard of any sort that did take into account traction."0
1x3 hearings held the same year by the Subcommittee
portation,
of the House Committee on Appropriations,
acting director
testified:

on Transthe

""The problem is that we have no way of measuring traction or tread wear and the tire
industry
tells
us very
definitelyp
and our engineers and the Bureau of Standards agree# we do riot dare issue a quality
grading
system for tires
which is based upon tread wear if we
do not have the property
of traction
also included."

The National
Highway Safety Bureau held
an internal
meeting
to review the tire gradia1g pKogram and to arrive
at an appreach for solving problems that were delaying
issuance of
a tire grading system,
Minutes of the meeting noted that in
October 1968 the Bureau of Standards had submitted
recommendations
for establishing
a complete grading system but that
the Safety Bureau felt
that the information
available
was
not adequate for that purpose.
It was decided that sepaacate
proposals
should be offered
on grading individual
tire properties
(high-speed,
strength,
force
variation,
endurancee
tread wear, and traction)
as soon as information
becomes stafficient
for such action.
Tests and procedures
for high-speed,
strength,
and force variation
were considered
sufficient
for
grading purposes.
An endurance test was expected to be completed within
3 months.
Differentiating
tread wear and tacaction characteristics
was considered
the most difficult
obstacle
in establishing
a total
quality
grading system, and
a committee was to be formed to develop specifications
for
standard tires,
equipment,
road surfacesI
and test procedures
as an approach to grading tread wear and traction.

JULY 1969
-11
A Uniform Tire Quality
Grading System Steering
Committee,
answerable directly
to the Director
of the National
Highway Safety Bureau, was established
and given responsibility
for all operations
required
to develop and issue a tire
These were to include planning,
programing,
grading system.
and direction
of technical
effort.
The approach was to issue
proposed rules incrementally
as discussed at the May 1969
The
Committee
was
authorized
to obtain assistance
meeting.
from the Bureau of Standards and other sources as needed.
The Committee recommended that,
during and preceding
the
development of the standard road, vehicle,
tire,
and test
procedures
that would provide the ultimate
method of grading tread wear and traction,
the Bureau of Standards should
continue
its proposed tread wear testing
efforts
to provide
an earlier
payoff
in terms of an interim
tread wear grading
standard.
The Committee recommended also that a minimum
traction
standard be established.
Although the total
effort
was expected to take about 2 years,
including
long-term
research,
the Committee's
initial
recommendations were not
accepted by the Safety Bureau and it ceased to function.
The Safety Bureau did not go forward with separate grading
proposals
as had been planned.
JULY 1969
Shortly
after
the Committee made its recommendations,
the
Acting Director
of the Safety Bureau directed
the National
Highway Safety Institute
(a Safety Bureau component) to prepare a work plan showing in detail
the Bureau's approach to
solving
the problems associated
with defining
a tire grading
system.
The plan that was prepared (dated July 31, 1969) elaborated
upon the approach discussed at the Safety Bureau"s May 1969
in-house meeting,
and presented charts showing a time-phased
scheme of key program events and management actions
needed
to establish
a tire
grading system.
Completion was estimated to be 4 years away (September 1973).
SEPTEMBER1969
The B.F. Goodrich Company presented
details
regarding
a newly developed
tread wear and traction.

to the Safety Bureau
trailer
for testing
tire

OCTOBER1969
The Motor Vehicle Safety Performance Service (a Safety Bureau
component) prepared its own plan presenting
recommendations
12

for

dev@lopi.ng a ,tie:e grading

systmn fear %Kead weaz and

traction
which were diffearerkt
from the standardized
roadp
approach
in the Safety
%nstitute8s
vehicle
* tire p and test
The major premises
of the plan were that
(1) a sound
pILaw,
engineering
aata base had been established
for testing
highspeed pe~formanee,
strength,
and force
va~iatioa;
(2) a
meaningfuP J sound engineering
data base wou%d soon be es$akcsaislhea for testing
endurancep
(3) a study
should
be conducted of the practicability
of using a two-wheeled
trailer
developed
by Goodrich
fan! testing
tread
w6?aa: and traction;
and (da.) the Bulreau 6f Standalrds
should
compltete
its planned
treaa weaa: and tractian
testing
prsgKam and the test. Kesul~ts
shou%d be eoecreIated
with data obtained
from the trai8ear
tests
to venrify
feasibility
of me &.I-ailear mnethsd Qf testirag,
The plan included
a time-phased
devehopment.
schedule
that
envisioned
issuance
of a final
grading
system
in about Z-1/2
years
(May 1972)*

because of the inability
to resolve
the programs group and the research

disagreements
group.

between

MARCH 1970
The National
Highway Safety Bureau was transferred
out of
the Federal Highway Administration
and made a separate operating administration
within
the Department of Transportation
by order of the Secretary.
APRIL 1970
I__The Office
of Operating
Systems, a component of the Motor
Vehicle Safety Performance Service,
prepared comments taking exception
to statements
in the Safety Institute's
January 1970 critique
of the Service's
plan.
The comments
pointed out that the critique
had failed
to recognize
that
the traction
test procedure in the plan was unique and untried.
JUNE 1970
The National
Bureau of Standards presented
its second proposal for a uniform tire quality
grading system to the Safety
Bureau.
The proposal was similar
to that offered
by the Bureau of Standards in October 1968 but presented more detailed
information
on testing
methods.
Wheel-speed capability,
impact resistance,
and endurance tests were to be extensions
of Federal tire safety
standard test procedures:
tread wear
tests were to be conducted on one designated
tread wear
course consisting
of several pavements and requiring
a variety of speeds and maneuvers; and a minimum performance
standard for traction
was to be added to the tire
safety
standard.
The Deputy Director
of the Safety Bureau said that the Bureau
of Standard's
proposal was better
than the maze the public
was then in regarding
tires,
that it looked o.k. as a start,
and that it had possibilities
for later
refinements.
The
Director
of the Safety Bureau agreed and instructed
the head
of his research and development group to move on the proposal.
-JUNE 1970
The Safety Bureau's Motor Vehicle Programs office
criticized
the Bureau of Standards proposal and advised the Director
of
the Safety Bureau of its problems with the proposal.
The programs group stated that the tread wear and traction
test results were "unlikely
to be sufficiently
repeatable
to support
rulemaking"
and that,
if traction
test results
were adequate
to establish
a minimum standard,
they should be sufficient
for establishing
grading levels.
The Director
agreed to
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OCTOBER
------

1970

DECEMBER
1970
---.
The Safety
the status

Bureau's planning and programing office
of the grading program and reported:

reviewed

"The * * * [Safety Administration]
posture on UQGS
[a uniform quality
grading system] is probably worse
at this time than is that of any other program.
In
summary, we have been working on this program with
NBS [National
Bureau of Standards]
for the past several years.
NBS has developed a proposed method which
has neither
been accepted or rejected
officially.
* * * TSC [Transportation
Systems Center] has conducted a study for us and made recommendations
which have
neither
been accepted or rejected
officially."
"In short,
gram, with

we are at a virtual
standstill
in this
no plans to break the impasse."

Is* * * It becomes very obvious
this areal even superficially,
lems."

,

pro-

to anybody investigating
that we have major prob-

In an effort
to get the program moving, comments were requested from major Bureau groups on the conclusions
resulting from the study.
The study,
prepared
by a member of the
Bureau's system analysis
group concluded that the Safety
Bureau was nearly ready to proceed with a rudimentary
but
useful grading system similar
to the Bureau of Standards'
proposal.
The study recommended that three properties
(highspeed, endurance,
and tread wear) be graded and that traction
be added to the safety standard as a minimum requirement.
High-speed and endurance would be graded using procedures
adapted from the safety
standard and tread wear evaluated
through manufacturer-conducted-and-certified
road tests using designated
reference
tires
against which production
tire
performance
would be compared.
Also, except for mud and snow
tires,
tires
would not be categorized
according
to their
intended service
or use as proposed in the Bureau of Standards
plan.
DECEMBER1970
The National
Highway Safety Bureau was renamed the National
Highway Traffic
Safety Administration.
FEBRUARY1971
After
considering
the comments requested in December 1970
from the Motor Vehicle Programs group, the Research and
Development group, and his own staff,
on a course of action
for establishing
a tire grading system, the head of the
16

planning and programing group recommended to ,the Acting
Administrator
that the Satety Administration
proceed immediately
with an initial
grading rule on high-speed,
endurand uniformity,
and undelrtake a well
ance $?strength,
supported development program to establish
a "second generatiOl=iO”
rule that would include both bead wear and tnraction
as well as new developments or refinements
in grading procedures for all properties,
The Deputy Administsrator
instructed
the head of the planning
and programing group to proceed with the above recommended
plan fog an initial
("'first
generation")
grading yule,
MARCH 1971
At a meeting of Safety Administration
0fficiaJ.s
to map out
schedules and target
dates fog the first
genenration rule,
the Notor Vehicle Programs group offered
its latest
version
of an initial
grading system-- this system was described
as
being closely
similar
to the one recommended by the planning
and programing group in February 1971,

The Motogc Vehicle Programs group prepared an executive
policy
paper on a proposed rulemaking notice
for an initial
grading system covering
tire
strength,
temperatubze aresistanGel endurance performance,
and smoothness0
MAY 1971
The Aclling Chief Scientist
of the Safety Administration
characterized
the proposed rulemaking
notice as representing a "'no standa~d~~ standardt
and suggested a modified
approach that would include tread wear and smoothness
gradings and a minimum traction
requirement
incorporated
into the tire safety
standardm

The

Bureau

of

Standard’s

Office

of

Vehicle

Systems

Reseancch

and its personnel were transferred
from the Department of
Commerce to the Department of Transportation
and made a part
of the National
Highway Traffic
Safety Wdmi,nistration,
The
group was renamed the Safety Systems
Laboratory,
SEPTEMBER1971
The Safety Administration
published
in the Federal Register
a notice of proposed srulemaking on unifolcm tire
quality
grading,
The proposed rule covered high-speed
performance,
enduranceg road hazard resistance,
and unifcanrmity and balances

.

The notice said that tread wear and traction
grading would
Tires were to
be added to the grading system in the future.
be graded for strength,
endurance, high-speed
performance,
and uniformity
and balance by measuring a tire's
performance
in laboratory
tests then used throughout
the tire
industry.
The tests proposed for high-speed performance,
endurance,
and strength
would be extensions
of tests specified
in safethe technical
basis for which had
ty standards
for tires,
been demonstrated
by research done in the Safety Administration.
Grading levels would be the degree of a tire's
perforThe uniformity
and
mance above the minimum safety standard.
balance grading tests were adopted from existing
tire and
using existing
test equipment.
auto industry
practices,
Although grading the four tire qualities
was technically
feasible,
industry
and consumer groups generally
opposed the
system.
The notice triggered
a large response from representatives
of tire
and automobile
industries,
other business
Some
firms,
consumer groups, and from various
individuals.
of the responders
favored the proposed regulation
or said it
was a step in the right
direction.
Most of the comments from
industry
and consumer groups opposed the proposed grading system on the grounds that it was too technical,
involved
too
many grading combinations,
and omitted two essential
tire
properties
--tread
wear and traction.
NOVEMBER 1971

The Safety Administration
held a public meeting to hear the
views of interested
parties
on the proposed grading system
The main thrust
of the disand to exchange technical
data.
cussions at the meeting was that the proposal was unacceptable.
Comments were critical
of the selection
of tire
characteristics
to be graded and the omission of tread wear
and traction.
The transcript
of this meeting was made a
part of the docket on the September 1971 notice of proposed
rulemaking.
.
DECEMBER 1971

The Special Assistant
to the President
for Consumer Affairs
wrote to the chief executive
officers
of the major domestic
tire
companies asking for their
personal views on the necessary components of an effective
tire grading system and
their
estimate
of the time required
to speedily
implement
such a system.
The Special Assistant
described
the responses as being candid, cooperative,
and helpful
and offered
to review them
with the Secretary
of Transportation's
staff.
She was especially
encouraged by the approach suggested by Uniroyal
which advocated the grading of three tire properties--high18

MAY 1972
--Safety Administration
officials
met with representatives
of
the B.F. Goodrich Tire Company to discuss the company's proposal that a tire
grading system should consist
of grading
for tread wear and that a minimum requirement
for traction
A control
tire was to
be added to the tire
safety standard.
be used in testing
for these properties.
JUNE 1972
The Safety Administration's
operating
systems group distributed for internal
comment a draft
proposal for a new notice
of rulemaking
for a tire grading system.
The proposal covered grading
speed, and use of a control
traction.
This was similar
royal in its response to the
ber 1971 published
notice.

tread wear, traction,
and hightire
to grade tread wear and
to the system proposed by UniSafety Administration's
Septem-

Comments on the proposed new rule were submitted
by various
The comments raised various
Safety Administration
groups.
issues about technical
aspects of the proposed system, including the points
that the design and performance
specifications
of the control
tire were not defined,
that the feasibility
of the proposed tests had not been demonstrated,
and that traction
should be included as a minimum requirement in the tire
safety standard.
JANUARY 1973
A civil
action was initiated
in the U.S. District
Court for
the District
of Columbia against the Secretary
of Transportation
and the Administrator,
National
Highway Traffic
Safety Administration,
seeking compliance with title
II section 203 of the.National
Traffic
and Motor Vehicle Safety
Act of 1966.
This action was brought by a private
citizen
interested
in obtaining
the agency's compliance with the
Safety Act.
MARCH 1973
The Safety Administration
published
its second proposal
for
a uniform tire grading system despite
the critical
comments
of its technical
personnel.
The proposed system would require performance
gradings for tread wear, traction,
and
high-speed
performance.
The proposed grading methods and
procedures
included use of a control
tire
for certain
tests
and were based on some of the suggestions
made by tire companies in early 1972.
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The research project
evaluated
the feasibility
of a two-wheel
The contractor
issued his final
trailer
to grade traction.
report
in February 1973, concluding
that further
traction
studies
should be conducted under revised test conditions
and refinements
to the trailer
test method, to evolve a
standardized
procedure
that would establish
the upper and
lower limits
of attainable
new tire
traction.
Although the
Safety Administration
planned a follow-on
contract,
none was
initiated.
The Motor Vehicle Programs staff
accepted the contract
research as adequate demonstration
of the feasibility
of
traction
grading and the suitability
of the test method and
equipment.
In contrast,
the Safety Administration's
Research
and Development office
concluded that the research study did
not provide sufficient
data to test the practicability
of
grading traction.
The Administration's
research staff
and several
tire manufacturers
also critized
that section of the proposal,
which
stated that traction
would be graded on two surfaces
having
skid qualities
specified
by the Safety Administration
without specifying
the types of surface pavements.
Objections
of the research staff
flowed from the results
of its traction research.
The principal
conclusion
was that:
"These experiments
have indicated
that tire grading or
classification
in terms of tractive
performance
cannot
presently
be achieved because of changes in rank ordering on different
surfaces
and the magnitude of the
differences
between similar
tires.
Minimum levels of
traction
must exist above the tractive
levels
of tires
that are known to be unsafe.'l
In late 1973, the Safety Administration
began validation
testing
of the comparability
of traction
ratings
in different geographic
locations
on surfaces with the same skid
specification
but not necessarily
the same pavement.
The
contractor
reported
that the test results
showed that traction values did change with geographic location
and with
the surface used.
Most tire companies responded that there was not enough time
to grade tires
for traction
by the proposed September 1, 1974,
effective
date, especially
since no source for control
tires
had yet been developed.
The Rubber Manufacturers
Association,
representing
13 domestic tire companies, recommended
deleting
traction
from uniform quality
grading and its inclusion
as a minimum requirement
in the tire
safety standard.
Most responders questioned
some aspects of the grading test
for high speed but agreed that this part of the proposed system could be implemented by September 1, 1974.
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JULY 1973
The U.S.

district

an ordea: July

Court

31, 1973,

foac the

district

caf Columbia

arequiKiR"q the Safety

enterced

Administratisn

,to issue a quality
glrading
system
in final
form by January
5,
1974, with an effective
date no Later
than September
1, 197’4,
Safety
Administration
attempts
to appeal
the court
order
were unsuccessful
m
AUGUST 1973
---_I__L_
The Safety
Administration
sent lettears
to 17 domestic
tire
manufacturers
to determine
their
interest
in supp8yineq iconThe Wanrch 1973
trol
tires
to be used in tit-e grading
tests,
proposal
depended heavi%y
on the availabiI.ity
of a suitable
A concontrol
tire
for grading
tread weasr and traction,
tool
tire
source was not available
at the time the pareposal
was issued 0 Of 17 domestic
manufacturers
solicited,
only
fouar indicated
an interest
in psFodueing contr&3B kites,
Ien subsequent

meetings

between

the

Safety

Administration

the f0a.a~ companies to discuss the productiosn.
various questions
were asked by the companies
irl

making

their

final

of control
to

assist

and

grirf2.t~~
shim

aecision.

SEPTEMBER--DECEMBER
--- 1933
correspondence
technical
disagreements
geoup and the Research

within

tire

tread

Various

grading

personnel

tests

fog

continued

oped to demonstrate
required
eovltnro1 tire
could not be tested,

ing tires

should

the

Safety

Administration

Shows

between the Motor Vehicle Programs
and Development group nrel.ating to
wear

and traction,

WeseaKch

to point out that no data had been develthe feasibility
of the rule,
that
the
had not

and that
be specified

been developed
and therefore
a standaard test
couk’se fog

for

comparabil.ity

between

grad-

tes,t

KeSUltSO

NOVEMBER
1973
-The Safety
Administration
pub%ished
in the Federal
Register
a notice
of a pKoposed rule
to estabBPsh
minimum requirceThis was
menes for tacactiow
in the tiKe
safety
standard.
the first
notice
paroposing
a minimum safety
standarcd
foa:
traction,
JANUARY 1974

The Safety Administration
published
in the Federals Register,
rule
on a uniform
tire
quality
gpadOR?January 4, its final
ing system.
The systemr based on the March 1973 paroposal,
inclluded

tire

grading

on tread

wearB

traction,

and high-speed

As in the
performance.
grades were to be based
specified
control
tire.
The
high-speed
grades.
ber 1, 1974, as ordered

proposal,
tread wear and traction
on comparative
results
using a
Laboratory
tests would determine
rule was to take effect
on Septemby the District
Court.
FEBRUARY1974

Several petitions
for reconsideration
of the grading rule
were submitted
by tire
and vehicle
companies and associaDisagreements
were voiced regarding
some of the gradtions.
ing procedures
or methods described
in the published
rule and
it was argued that the tread wear and traction
tests could
not be implemented without
the control
tire which was not even
It was also argued that test results
at
under contract
yet.
one facility
could not be correlated
with sufficient
precision with those obtained at another facility.
FEBRUARY1974
The Safety Administration
sent a request for contract
proposals to 17 tire manufacturers
to secure a control
tire.
Two
companies submitted
proposals which included,
as conditions,
the same factors
that were the stated reasons for a third
company not submitting
a proposal.
The proposals
insisted
that the Safety Administration
buy all of the control
tires
from the contractdr
and supply them to the industry,
and
indemnify
the contractor
against all liability
resulting
from using the control
tire.
Because of these and other
conditions
in the proposals,
the Safety Administration
rejected them as being not responsive.
Representatives
of the
two manufacturers
told us that the contract
request was
closed without
either
of them being given a chance to negotiate
with the Safety Administration.
Representatives
of one manufacturer
who did not
us that they met with the Safety Administration
two occasions in late 1973 to discuss problems
duction,
certification
and distribution
of the
the agency issued its request for control
tire
They said that none of the problems they raised
dressed in the request,
and that this precluded
submitting
a proposal.

respond told
on at least
in the protires
before
proposals.
was adthem from

MARCH TO APRIL 1974
A meeting was held with the new Administrator
to discuss
the status of the tire quality
regulation
and the impact of
the standing Court order to issue the final
rule by January
1974 and have it effective
in September 1974.
At this meeting the Administrator
asked for a status report
and backup
plans of action.
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In response to the request for backup pLansI both the
research group and the programs group prepared contingency
new proplans 0 bdith input from both groups a coordinated
posed plan was submitted
to1 and approved by the Administrator.
MAY 1974
--Because of the unavailability
of a control
tire
and as a
result
of discussion
and agreement between the parties
to
the civil
action proceeding,
the U,S. District
Court for
the District
of Columbia issued a consent order requiring
the issuance of a revised tire quality
proposal by June 15,
1974, with a proposed May 1, 1975, effective
date.
MAY I.974
-The Safety Administration
published
in the Federal Register
a notice revoking the tire grading regulation
published
in
January 1974,
The stated reason for revoking
the rule was
the failure
of the Safety Administration
to procure a control
tire.

A new notice of a proposed rule on tire grading was published
in the Federal Register
by the Safety Administration,
the same three tire properties
Under the proposed rule,
would be graded as under the previously
published
rule (Jan-auary 1974) but without
the specially
designed cont~o% tire
and open road tests of the revoked rule.
Specially
designed
test facilities
for glcading tread wear and traction
would be
provided by the Safety Administration
in the vicinity
of San
Angelo, Texas.
In measuring tread weaar, standard production
tires
would be used as course monitoring
tilres to estimate
changes in course severity
and enable appropriate
adjustments to be made in test results.
Traction
would be measured
on specially
designed and constructed
surfaces
using a twowheel test trailer.
Changes in the test surfaces
would be
monitored using special
tires
developed by the American
Society for Testing and Materiaks.
High-speed capability
would be determined
through laboratory
wheel tests.
The proposed
rule
would
be effective
May lp 1975.
Tread wear
-Tread wear grading would be based on a tire"s
projected
mikeage (the distance
traveled
before it is worn down to its
tread wear indicators)
as tested on the government test
course of approximately
6,400 mikes.
Six predetermined
mikeage categories
were proposed:
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Grade symbol
X
15
25
35
45
60

Mileage- categoryless than 15,000
15,000 miles or
25,000 miles or
35,000 miles or
45,000 miles or
60,000 miles or

miles
more
more
more
more
more

one group each of the three
Standard production
tires,
be used to calibrate
the test course
general types, will
and serve as the basis for correction
factors
to adjust for
changes in course severity
with time and for variations
in
The proposal also
the driving
patterns
of the test convoys.
specified
uniform procedures
for tread wear measurement, convoy driving
patterns,
projected
mileage calculation,
and
other aspects of the test and the grading method.
The proposed approach to tread wear evaluation
had been identified
and recommended several years ago.
In April
1970, the
Safety Administration's
Safety Research Laboratory
concluded
by the companies and compliance
that I'* * * tire evaluation
testing
will
best be carried
out on a specific
course."
The
laboratory
also indicated
that,
because tires
tested on the
same course at different
times give different
wear rates,
a
standard tire
(of some type) might be used to adjust
for
variations
in the conditions
of the course.
Traction
The traction
test is similar
to that of the March 1973 proposal and January 1974 final
rule in that traction
will be
measured in a locked wheel braking test employing a specially
designed,
two-wheel
trailer.
A major objection
to the previous test was that there was no assurance that results
obtained at different
sites
(the previous
rulemaking
did not
specify
surfaces)
would be comparable.
To insure comparable
results,
the Safety Administration
proposed that traction
testing
be conducted on specially
designed and constructed
surfaces.
Grades are to be based on a tire's
performance
as compared
to three benchmark traction
coefficients
for two wet road
surfaces,
both concrete
and asphalt.
A grade of "0" will
mean the tire did not necessarily
meet the lower benchmark
on either
surface or that no representation
was being made
as to its traction
performance.
One asterisk
would mean
that a tire exceeds the lower benchmark on both surfaces.
Two asterisks
will
signify
that a tire exceeds the middle
benchmark on both.
Three will mean it exceeds the highest
on both surfaces.
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A tire passing the benchmark on only one surface will. be
assigned the lower grade.
For example p a tziK@ that passes
the middle benchmark on one surface and the highest benehmark on the other surface wih% be given a two asterisk
As mentioned pregrade ( the middle benchmark grade),
tires
developed by the American Society
for Testing
wiousky,
and Materials
wi%P be used to serve as the basis foam adjustment factors
to corareet fear changes in the test surfaces,
High-speed
The high-speed
test procedure is the same as in past proposabs.
These procedures
are an extension
of the Federal
In the curacent
safety
standaard
laboratory
testing
method,
grading proposal,
however, all references
to attainable
The purpose of the ,test is to
speeds have been deleted.
determine
each tireBs capacity
to dissipate
excess heat
that builds up in it when driven at sustained
high speeds.
The better
a tire
is equipped
to run
at lower
temperatures
the less likekihood
there wibb be that ,the time will. fail
due to heat bui%dup.
In the curarenat grading proposal,
grade
C represents
the current
minimum standard and gerades
A (the
highest)
and B represent
levels above that minimum.

The Safety Administration
held two public briefings
on the
tread wear and traction
grading test facility
l.oeated at
and around Goodfel.low Wia: Force Base, San Angeio, Texas.
Based
on subsequent
testing
at the facikity,
Administrationes
research people concluded
would SatisfactoKify
serve its pwKpose 0

the Safety
that the course

OCTOBER1974
The Safety Administration
requested data from
tire
facturers
supporting
their adverse comments on the
ity of the tread wear test procedures proposed in
1974
notice of proposed rukemaking.
Atlcording
to
Administration
officiab,
the data received
showed
consistencies
and* in some cases appeared to refute
than support the manufacturers'
contentions.

manu-

wonckabiithe June
a Safety
many inrather

The Safety Administration
publlished certain
proposed changes
to the tread
wear grading structure
and ,testing procedures
described
in the cjuaaity grading system proposal
of June
1974,
The major: change is that treadwear grade levels will.
not be pre-established;
instead,
tisres will. be Hated on their
projected
mileage based cm the resu%ts obtained
on the gQVeKn2merit test coursep rounded to the nearest 9,000 miles,

.

CHAPTER4
SCOPE OF REVIEW
We made our review at the National
Highway Traffic
Safety Administration's
headquarters
in Washington,
D.C.,
and at its Safety Research Laboratory
in Riverdale,
Maryland.
We reviewed the legislative
background of the uniform tire
quality
grading provision
in the 1966 Safety Act, and examined submissions
to the public docket on the various
tire
grading rules that have been proposed.
We also examined
and files
on tire grading
selected
reports,
papers, records,
maintained
at both locations.
We discussed tire grading matters with various Safety
Administration
officials:
however, many of the individuals
involved
in these activities
during the earlier
years are
no longer with the agency and were not interviewed.
We also discussed various aspects of tire grading with Mr. Carl
Nash who brought a private
citizen's
suit against
the
Secretary
and the Administrator
for noncompliance with the
tire grading provision
of the 1966 Safety Act, and with
representatives
of the following
industry,
consumer, and
tire testing
organizations.
B.F. Goodrich Tire Company
Center for Auto Safety
Compliance Testing Incorporated
Federal Trade Commission
Firestone
Tire and Rubber Company
The General Tire and Rubber Company
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company
Mohawk Rubber Company
Uniroyal
Tire Company
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COMPTROLLER
GENERAL'S
REPORT
TO THE HONORABLE
GAYLORD
NELSON
UNl-TEDSTATESSENATE

DIGEST
-----WHYTHEREVIEWWASMADE

GAOwasasked to review reasonsfor
the long delay of the Nats'onal Highway Traffic
Safety Administration
-m"ncarrying out provisions of a
1966 act for a uniforw quality
g~3d-iu~g system for motor vehicle
t-/ES.

FINDINGSAND CONCLUSIONS

The 1attes-t. version of a quality
grading system was proposed on
dune 14, 1974. with mml"iPi cations
fssued in January 1975, the cuwent
propcsal wi 11 become effectfve
May 1, 1975. (See pp* 25 and 27.)

Tear Sheet. Upon removal, the report
cover date should be noted hereon.

DELAYSIN ESTABLISHING
A UNIFORM
QUALITYGR4DINGSYSTEM
FOR
MOTORVEHl-CLE
TIRES
National HZghwayTraffic
Safety Administration
"
Department of Transportation

Tire technicians
also generally
agreed that information
about tread
life,
stopping, and skid characteristics
(traction)
was essential
to consumers in a grading system.
Laboratory tests could not duplicate the many variables of actual
road operation that affect these
properties,
and no acceptable
uniform road tests existed.
{See pp. 2 and 3.)

grading techniques are not much
different
from earlier
proposals.
(See pp* 5, 25 to 27.)

Managementproblems
A major cause of delay in prescribing a uniform quality grading system was the inability
of
the Safety Administration
to resolve
internal
technical
and policy disagreements and to provide leadership.
(See p. 3.)

In October 1968 Government researchers recommended that the
most practical
approach would
be to

Serious disagreements, without
effective
decision-making,
persisted between the Administration's
vehicle programs staff,
responsible
for rulemaking, and its research
staff,
responsible for technical
bases of rules.
(See p. 4.)

--extend laboratory
tests to grade
endurance, speed capability,
and
impact resistance,
--grade tread wear by road tests
over standard routes to be determined, and

In 1967 and 1968, the National
Bureau of Standards worked closely
with industry in surveying tire
properties
and grading test methods
but was unable to draw the Administration's
programs staff into its
technical considerations.
The
tire grading approach recommended
by the Bureau in October 1968 was
rejected by the programs staff.
(See pp. 7 to 9.)

--set a minimum safety standard for
tire traction,
rather than grade
that property.
(See p. 9.)
From that time the Safety Administration
vacillated
primarily
over technical
disagreements
about whether, and how, to measure
grades of tread wear and traction.
Research personnel generally agreed
that a standard grading test for
tread wear could be developed,
with careful control of the uniformity of conditions.
There was,
and is, less agreement that a
satisfactory
uniform test is
possible for grading the traction
capability
of tires.
(See PP. 4,
21, 22, 41.)

During 1969 and 1970, the Safety
Administration
received grading
proposals and studies from a steering committee, its National Highway Safety Institute,
the programs
staff,
its planning office,
the
Department's Transportation
System
Center, and the Bureau of Standards.
(See p. 4.)
Rather than deciding on any of these
conflicting
approaches, the Administrator
announced in October 1970
that the Administration
would concentrate on higher priority
safety
programs.
(See pp. 4 and 15.)

The proposal, to become effective
in May 1975, requires quality
grading of tires for high speed, tread
wear, and traction.
With the exception of grading traction,
the
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En September
Administration
proposed
tire

'l971,
the Safety
finally
issued
a
grading
rule,
based

in part on the National Bureau of
Standard's earlier
research.
It
was withdrawn 7 months later3
when
heavily
criticized
by consumer
groups
and industry
as both too
complex
and Sacking
grades
for
tread
wear and traction.
(See pm 3.)

En March 1973 the Administration
published
a second proposed
rule
suggested
by its programs
staff,
despite
reservations
of its re-

search personnel.
The Administration then came under an order
0% the U.S. District
Court ii-l
July 1973 to issw a fimal quality
gradfng
rule
by January
5,
(See pp* 4, 20, 23, 25.)

Because the Adminjstration
mot resolve
obvi"oms
Problems,
the rule,

9974.

did

techmica

Published
1974.; was revoked,
md the District
court fssued a
consent order di recti ng the Wdministration
to pmpose a revised
by June

IS,

'1974.

vehicle safety standards.
(Report
to the Committee on Comfflerce, U.
Senate 9 "Improvements
Needed in
Plannimg
1974,

and Using

Research,"

Motor Vehicle
September
16,

B-16449773)).

1974 the Department of
Transportatioa
lmformad GAO of
measures underway in the Safety
En July

Tear Sheet

appears

to

have been made.

Gbvermnent-industry
and cooperation

communication

The industry
generally opposed the
t-ire grading rules
proposed
by the
Administration
in 1971 and 1973.
These pPPoposed rules
were also considered
unsound
by the Administration's
research
personnel
and by
consumer
groups.
(see ppo 37, 22,
23, 24.)

The tire
to

industry

cooperate

generally

with

the

Safety

offered
Wdmin-

istration's
research efforts
tcp
solve technical
problems of tire
grading.

The most

notable

excep-

of the Industry

to

provide
test
and cost information
requested
by the Administration
fn
1968 and 1969.
(see p. 5, 8, IO.)
Most major manufacturers
offered
support
of their technical
staffs,

suggestlors for testing programs,
and other assistar~ce.
Safety Administration
officl'als
satid that
due to their
rulemaking
they could not properly

GAO previously
reported
on the need
flar closer
coordination
generally
betweem the research
staff
and the
programs
staff,
In developing motor

Safety

problem.

t-ion was fa-ilure

onLhm.daPry4,

grading
system
(See pa 25.)

to overcome
that
Considerable
progress

Administration

positive,
take furl1

advantage of the offers of techrpiCal coopen-atiom D (See pQ 5.)
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